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Chapter 1 : Summary/Reviews: The space mission adventure /
The Space Mission Adventure (Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs Book 4) - Kindle edition by Sharon M. Draper, Jesse
Joshua Watson. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.

Discussion Topics Chapter 1 Rico is looking forward to his summer vacation. Talk about vacations and tell
what activities you like to do. Discuss the good parts as well as the bad parts about being out of school. Write
or draw a description of Rico, Ziggy, Jerome, and Rashawn. What makes each boy unique? How are the
families of each of the four boys alike? How are they different? Consider foods, family structure, and rules.
Explain why Ziggy was in the bathtub. Have you ever been afraid of the dark? Discuss what Ziggy had for
breakfast. What is the weirdest thing you have ever eaten for breakfast? What career goal did Ziggy have?
What do you think he needed to learn about that job? Why did the boys have to play basketball in the
morning? What immediate problem faced the four boys? What advice would you give them to help resolve
this problem? Chapter 2 Write down three insults the boys make to each other. Write down three insults the
boys make to each other. How do those statements show friendship? How do Ziggy, Rashawn, Rico, and
Jerome decide to solve their problem? How do they decide on the name of the club? Discuss any clubs or
organizations you have been a member of. What kinds of activities did you do? Have you ever formed your
own club? Why would that be fun? What would you call it? What kinds of activities would you include? Why
do you think people join clubs? Whose idea was it to build a clubhouse? Draw a picture of it. What do they
use to build the clubhouse? How hard do you think it would be to really build a clubhouse like they did?
Describe the process the boys used to build the clubhouse. Make a list of everything they did. How long do
you think it took to build it? Draw picture of what you think the inside of the clubhouse looked like. How did
the other boys look out for him? Why do the boys decide on passwords and rules? Why are rules like that
important for clubs? What was the first password they chose and why? List some of their rules for their club.
Chapter 4 Describe the treasure that Jerome brought. Why was it important to him? Describe the treasure that
Rico brought. Tell all the things it could do. Why would it be a good thing to have in the clubhouse? Describe
the treasure that Rashawn brought. Why was it a good idea? Describe the treasure that Ziggy brought. If you
had to bring a treasure, what would you bring and why? Chapter 5 Rico worries about his parents finding out
about the firecrackers. When is it not a good idea to keep a secret from parents? How would you keep the club
treasures safe? Why do they decide to bury the treasures? Why does Ziggy bring a snow shovel? Do you think
the boys actually planned to find anything when they were digging? If you dug a hole in your back yard, what
do you think you would find? Describe the box they found. Why did the boys think the box held treasure?
Which boy always seems to offer a sensible solution to every problem? Why do you think Afrika growled as
they began to open the box? Where do you think the bones came from? Chapter 6 Why would it be impossible
for the bones they found to be dinosaur bones? What information do they need to solve the mystery of the
buried bones? What did they do with the two boxes? What did the note say that was found near the
chopped-down basketball poles? What do you think the message might mean? Why did that note make
Rashawn extra curious and interested? Who do you think destroyed the basketball court? What clues do they
have so far? Chapter 7 Jerome realizes his grandmother might be an important resource for information.
Explain how she could possible know about what happened in the neighborhood long ago. What information
can your parents and your grandparents give you about your neighborhood or your family history? What did
she say the old folks used to whisper about? What used to be on the other side of the fence they used to build
the clubhouse? Find out if it is illegal to build an apartment over a graveyard. What information do the boys
seek at the library? What kind of books was Mr. Greene checking out from the library? List all the clues the
boys have collected so far. Who was it really and what was he doing? What did the boys learn from the book
about bones they got from the library? What connection do you think Mr. Greene has to the destroyed
basketball poles? Greene has to the destroyed box of bones? What does Ziggy discover about Mr. Why is this
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suspicious? What song was Mr. Why was that mysterious? Why does Rashawn think they need an emergency
meeting of the Black Dinosaurs? Why do the boys decide sleep in the clubhouse? Have you ever slept outside
at night, for example, at camp? What does this tell you about her? What is frightening about sleeping outside
in their clubhouse? Why did they bring the treasures inside the clubhouse? What has happened to
Blackasaurus? What do the boys think has happened to it? What is scary to the boys as they hear Mr.
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Chapter 2 : Welcome to the Official Site of Sharon Draper
Ziggy and his friends are off to space camp where they will meet real astronauts and have a chance to experience what
it's like to travel in space.

The Black Dinosaurs are the members of a club in Cincinnati, Ohio. Ziggy, Rico, Jerome and Rashawn are
best friends and the club members. In The Space Mission Adventure, the boys accomplish a dream of many
children. They spend a weekend at the Space Camp in Huntsville, Alabama. There, with children from other
parts of the country, they train like astronauts. A flight simulation ends the weekend. Ziggy finds what looks
like a misshapen glass or is it a space artifact? He determinately believes it is from outer space while the other
children tell him differently. The mystery of the found object is the weak point of the book. No reader will
believe he found a space artifact. The students meet a real astronaut. She is an African-American female.
Sharon M Draper allows children to attend Space Camp. There with the Black Dinosaurs they learn many
facts about the training program. Draper asks and answers many questions that intrigue children. How do
astronauts go to the bathroom? How do they sleep? What happens when they sneeze? The children ask loads
of funny, but interesting questions the average young person would ask. In the book, Ms. Draper shares
information learned on her own trip to the Space Camp. She does not portray the counselors and instructors as
forcing facts on the Black Dinosaurs. They learn many facts from other children. As always, children learn
best when they share things with friends. A study guide is at the end of The Space Mission Adventure. A list
of ten discussion topics for each chapter is available. Draper supplies web sites and books for further study.
The book is good for African, Mexican and female children who want a space career. They and other children
can learn about people from these three groups who are astronauts. Remember anything is possible with hard
work. I always imagined Paradise to be a Share your favorite book! Do not miss any future articles.
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Chapter 3 : The Space Mission Adventure - Children's Books
The Black Dinosaurs have always explored the past in their adventures, but now they're going into the future - to Space
Camp! They'll learn what weightlessness feels like, what astronauts eat, even how they go to the bathroom! Ziggy, of
course, really wants to meet up with aliens - purple, three.

Draper is the author of the Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs series. The series is about the adventures of four
African-American boys. They live in Cincinnati, Ohio on the same street. The four friends are Ziggy, Rico,
Jerome and Rashawn. One summer the friends start a club, The Black Dinosaurs. Although, the boys have
different personalities, they are great friends. Ziggy is a happy-go-lucky boy with strange tastes in food. While
Ziggy will eat any food combination, tall, skinny Rashawn is a vegetarian. Rico lives with his mother. She
keeps Rico and her life in perfect order. Jerome lives with his mother and father. He is the proud owner of
Afrika, a retired police dog. Rashawn dislikes bugs and often has a can of bug spray in his possession. He
lives with his two sisters and an old-fashioned grandmother. In each book of the Ziggy and the Black
Dinosaurs series, the boys experience new adventures. They dig up a box of bones and solve a mystery. A
camping trip is the subject of another book. The four friends go to the Space Camp in Huntsville, Alabama.
Yet, the parents and care givers of the other boys are not. As the children read, they learn about different
things. Wildlife protection is the topic of The Backyard Animal Show. Hurricane Katrina and its effects on a
family is the subplot in Stars and Sparks on Stage. Draper, an educator, gives young readers ages a list of
books and web sites for further study. Also, she provides ten questions or activities for each chapter. What boy
has not dreamed of having a club house, great friends, solving mysteries, exploring an ancient tunnel and
attending Space Camp? Tween girls will enjoy the Ziggy series, too. The Early Chapter Books range between
a hundred and hundred-fifty pages per book. Jesse Joshua Watson is the illustrator of the series. Watson
captures the exploits of the Black Dinosaurs plus those of their families and friends. Ziggy and the Black
Dinosaurs Series 1. The Buried Bones Mystery.
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Chapter 4 : The Space Mission Adventure by Sharon M. Draper | Scholastic
In the fourth book from the Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs series, Ziggy and his friends attend Space Camp in
Huntsville, Alabama. They learn how astronauts trai.

Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs: How is his observation similar or different to the night sky where you live?
Where had Ziggy been born? Where did he live now? From their discussion, what do you think the boys
already know about space travel? How often does Rico see his father? Make a list of the things you would take
if you were going to Space Camp. Make a list of some of the things that you could not take. Why do you think
Space Camp had those restrictions? Ziggy has had lots of practice on his favorite video game. Explain how
important or helpful it might be for a potential astronaut to know how to play video games. What is difficult
about such a trip? How do Ziggy and his friends pass the time during the trip? Describe the rest stop in Jellico,
Tennessee. Space and Rocket Center. If you were entering Space Camp for the first time, what thoughts would
be going through your mind as you read these words: Space Camp and U. What lets you know that Stanley
spent a lot of time working with young people? What do you think might be fun about living in the Habitat?
What do you think might not be fun about living in the Habitat? Why do you think there is no television in the
Habitat? What do you think the other three boys in their room will be like? Chapter 3 Describe Samantha.
What did all employees of the U. Space and Rocket Center wear? What kinds of foods would be served at the
camp? What might you expect when you think about food served at a camp? What kinds of foods would
Ziggy prefer? Describe Neil and Alan. Who were they named for? Describe the Pathfinder shuttle. Cubby has
lots of knowledge and space information. What does this tell you about him? Cubby says there is no life on
other planets. What do you think? What is the difference between real science and science fiction? Who were
Abel and Baker? Why do you think visitors to Space Camp leave bananas? What do you think happens to the
bananas each night? Chapter 4 What kinds of activities did the boys participate in during their first day at
Space Camp? What is the story that Ziggy makes up about the shuttle that sits outside? What would happen if
the boys sneaked out of their rooms at night? Why do you think the rules are so strict? What did the
Multi-Axis Trainer look like? What do you think it was like on the Multi-Axis Trainer simulator? Why are the
pieces of apparatus called simulators instead of rides? What do you think is the purpose of the One-sixth
Gravity chair? How many people have actually walked on the moon? Why do you think Ziggy like the
Moonwalk Simulator so much? Describe what Ziggy finds on the floor. What do you think it is? Chapter 5
What happens to liquid in space? What would happen if you cut yourself in space? How do astronauts go to
the bathroom? How would you like to eat only those for several days or weeks? How do astronauts sleep?
What jobs are needed to run a space mission inside the space ship? What jobs are needed to run a space
mission outside the space ship? What jobs are needed to run a space mission down on Earth? What job would
you like to have if you were to go on a space mission? Why does Stanley stress that a space mission needs a
team more than it needs individuals? What is the meaning of the strange object that Ziggy found. Chapter 6
Why do you think launching model rockets is a good activity for Space Campers? How do you think the
friendships between the campers in Team America were strengthened by completing their Mission? How fast
does a space shuttle fly? What do you think the world looks like from space? What does that tell you about our
earth? What propels real rockets into the atmosphere? What do you think was used to propel the rockets of the
campers? Why do you think some of the rockets failed to operate as they should? What does that tell you
about real rockets? Who is the woman who is watching them launch their rockets? Chapter 7 Describe the
astronaut the children met. What about her physical description might be good qualities for an astronaut? Why
do you think Samantha is so excited about introducing a real astronaut to the campers? What is difference
between what Ziggy expects an astronaut to do and what really happens? What background and training does
one need to be an astronaut? What do the campers learn about women in space? What do the campers learn
about Hispanics in space? What do the campers learn about African-Americans in space? What do you think
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the astronaut meant when she said, "I believe in possibilities. Chapter 8 Why is Ziggy hesitant to ask the
astronaut about the object he found? Why would astronauts need to train on a G-Force Accelerator? The
astronaut also says, " I love the way your group is so observant and asks so many good questions. Where did
the object that Ziggy found come from? Give two reasons why it was is a good thing that he asked the
astronaut about the stone? Chapter 9 What do you think the seven boys who shared that room in the Habitat
learned about each other during their time at Space Camp? What do the other boys think about the Black
Dinosaurs Club and clubhouse? In addition to space information, what do you think Team America learned
during Space Camp? Describe the graduation ceremony. What was surprising about the end of her speech?
What award and title did Ziggy receive? How do you think the boys had changed from their visit to Space
Camp? Information to explore and discover.
Chapter 5 : The Space Mission Adventure - LexileÂ® Find a Book | MetaMetrics Inc.
DOWNLOAD THE SPACE MISSION ADVENTURE ZIGGY AND THE BLACK DINOSAURS 4 the space mission
adventure pdf Mickey's Space Adventure is a graphic adventure computer game for a number of computer platforms.

Chapter 6 : Formats and Editions of The space mission adventure [calendrierdelascience.com]
Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs attend Space Camp at the Huntsville, Alabama Space Center. Initially, Ziggy hopes to
uncover evidence of aliens, but he quickly finds the program even more interesting.

Chapter 7 : Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs Series - Children's Books
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Space Mission Adventure (Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs) at
calendrierdelascience.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 8 : The Space Mission Adventure by Sharon M. Draper
The Space Mission Adventure (Clubhouse Mysteries Series #4) by Sharon M. Draper, Jesse Joshua Watson Ziggy and
his friends blast off to space camp in this freshly repackaged chapter book from bestselling author Sharon Draper!

Chapter 9 : The space mission adventure (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
The Black Dinosaurs have always explored the past in their adventures, but now they're going into the future -- to Space
Camp! They'll learn what weightlessness feels like, what astronauts eat, even how they go to the bathroom!
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